We investigate algorithms for encoding of one-point algebraic geometry (AG) codes over certain plane curves called C ab curves, as well as algorithms for inverting the encoding map, which we call "unencoding". Some C ab curves have many points or are even maximal, e.g. the Hermitian curve. Our encoding resp. unencoding algorithms have complexityÕpn 3{2 q resp.Õpqnq for AG codes over any C ab curve satisfying very mild assumptions, where n is the code length and q the base field size, and O ignores constants and logarithmic factors in the estimate. For codes over curves whose evaluation points lie on a grid-like structure, notably the Hermitian curve and norm-trace curves, we show that our algorithms have quasi-linear time complexityÕpnq for both operations. For infinite families of curves whose number of points is a constant factor away from the Hasse-Weil bound, our encoding algorithm has complexityÕpn 5{4 q while unencoding hasÕpn 3{2 q.
Preprint dated March 31, 2020 Encoding of AG codes has received very little attention in the literature. For the particularly simple case of RS codes, it is classical that they can be encoded in quasi-linear complexity [16] by univariate multipoint evaluation (see Section II-C). For carefully tailored asymptotically good sub-codes of AG codes arising from the Garcia-Stichtenoth tower [10] , [27] give a encoding algorithm which is faster than Opn 3{2 q by reducing the encoding to matrix multiplication.
The inverse process of encoding, which we will call unencoding, matches a given codeword c with the sent message m. If the encoder was systematic this is of course trivial, but for an arbitrary linear encoder computing this inverse requires finding an information set for the code and inverting the generator matrix at those columns. This matrix inverse can be precomputed, in which case the unencoding itself is simply a kˆk vector-matrix multiplication costing Opk 2 q, which for a fixed rate equals Opn 2 q. We give faster algorithms for unencoding AG codes over any C ab curve; in particular we also obtain quasi-linear complexity for unencoding Hermitian codes.
For the codes we study, encoding can be considered as follows: the entries of the message m P F k are written as the coefficients of a bivariate polynomial f m P FrX, Y s with bounded degree, and the codeword is then obtained by evaluating f m at rational points of the C ab curve (in some specific order). This is called a " multipoint evaluation" of f m . Similarly, for unencoding we are given a codeword c P F n and we seek the unique polynomial f P FrX, Y s whose monomial support satisfies certain constraints and such that the entries of c are the evaluations of f at the chosen rational points of the C ab curve. This is called "polynomial interpolation" of the entries of c.
Our outset is to find algorithms for multipoint evaluation and interpolation of bivariate polynomials on any point set P, where we at first do not use the fact that P are rational points on a C ab curve; we do this in Sections III-A and IV-A respectively. Under mild assumptions, our algorithms for these problems have quasi-linear complexity in the input size when P is a "semi-grid", i.e. if we let Y α " tβ P F | pα, βq P Pu for α P F, then each |Y α | is either 0 or equals some constant ν Y independent of α, see Figure 2 and Definition II.5. This result may be of independent interest. We then apply these algorithms to the coding setting in Sections III-B and IV-B respectively. In Section V we more specifically study the performance for C ab curves with special structure or sufficiently many points.
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Preprint dated March 31, 2020 in the size of the input, but such a result is still not known in general. We will exemplify the complexities here for use in encoding Hermitian codes, i.e. C ab codes over the Hermitian curve, see Section V-A1: in this case n " q 3 where we work over the field F q 2 . We will consider the case where the dimension of the code is in the order of the length, for which we then have
The naive approach is to compute the evaluations of f one-by-one. Using Horner's rule, each such evaluation can be computed in Opd X d Y q time, for a total complexity of Opd X d Y nq. For the Hermitian codes, the complexity would be Opn 2 q.
One of the first successes were Pan [30] with a quasi-linear algorithm for the case P " S XˆSY for S X , S Y Ď F, i.e. evaluation on a grid, see Figure 1 . The algorithm works by applying univariate MPE in a "tensored" form. The algorithm can be directly applied for any P by calling it on the smallest gridP which contains all of P and then throwing away the unneeded evaluations. If |P| " n then the complexity of this approach will not be quasi-linear in the original input size: in the worst case |P| « n 2 so the complexity becomesÕpd X d Y`n 2 q, which is quadratic in the input size when d X d Y ă n. For Hermitian codes, thenP " F 2 q 2 , hence Pan's algorithm would give complexityÕpn 4{3 q. Our MPE algorithm presented in Section III-A is a generalisation of Pan's algorithm which is quasi-linear on point sets with semi-grid structure, see Figure 2 ; therefore the performance of our algorithm is never worse than Pan's. Moreover, though few C ab curves form a grid, we observe in Section V-A that certain nice families, including the Hermitian curve, form semi-grids, implying that our MPE algorithm has quasi-linear complexity for the point sets of these curves. Nüsken and Ziegler [29] (NZ) reduced bivariate multipoint evaluation to a variant of bivariate modular composition: Write P " tpα 1 , β 1 q, . . . , pα n , β n qu and assume all the α i are distinct.
Preprint dated March 31, 2020 Compute hpXq " ś n i"1 pX´α i q and g P FrXs such that gpα i q " β i for i " 1, . . . , n; both of these can be computed inÕpnq time. If we then compute ρpxq " f px, gpxqq rem hpxq P FrXs, we see that ρpα i q " f pα i , β i q for each i, and hence we can compute the evaluations of f at the points P by a univariate MPE of ρ at the α 1 , . . . , α n . The latter can be done inÕpnq time, so all that remains is the computation of ρpXq. Nüsken and Ziegler show how to do this in
where ą 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, using fast rectangular matrix multiplication [19] .
In general, and in the case of our interest, the X-coordinates of P will not be distinct. In this case, the points can be "rotated" by going to an extension field K with rK : Fs " 2: choose any θ P KzF, and apply the map pα, βq Þ ÝÑ pα`θβ, βq to the points P, and replace f bŷ
We can now apply the NZ algorithm; that the operations will take place in K costs only a small constant factor compared to operations in F since the extension degree is
the complexity of the NZ algorithm becomes roughly Oppn`d 2 X qd 0.635` X q. For Hermitian codes, this yields Opn 1.756` q.
In their celebrated paper [17] , Kedlaya and Umans (KU) gave an algorithm for bivariate MPE with complexity Oppn`d 2 X q 1` q bit operations for any ą 0, assuming d Y ă d X . In outline, the algorithm works over prime fields by lifting the data to integers, then performing the MPE many times modulo many small primes, and then reassembling the result using the Chinese Remainder theorem. Over extension fields, some more steps are added for the lift to work. Note that the KU algorithm has quasi-linear complexity when d Y « d X . As mentioned, our main interest is
For our running example of the Hermitian code with dimension in the order of n, then applying the KU algorithm has complexity Opn 4{3` q.
Let us turn to the interpolation problem. The input is now a point set P Ă F 2 and interpolation values F : P Ñ F, and we seek f P FrX, Y s such that f pP q " FpP q for each P P P. There are infinitely many such f , so to further restrict, or even make the output unique, one has to pose restrictions on the monomial support on the output f . We discuss the setting relevant to us in Section II-B: we essentially require that each monomial x i y j of f satisfies ai`jb ďm for a suitably chosen constantm, where a and b are dictated by the C ab curve.
Because of the many ways the monomial support could be restricted, there are not many interpolation algorithms in the literature that directly apply to the problem. If we let G Ă FrX, Y s be the ideal of all polynomials which vanish at the points of P, note that if f is the sought solution, then the coset f`G is exactly the set of all polynomials which satisfy the interpolation conditions. One approach for our setting is therefore to use any interpolation algorithm to first find somef P FrX, Y s which satisfy the interpolation conditions but possibly has incorrect monomial support, and then reduce this modulo a Gröbner basis G Ă FrX, Y s of G under an appropriate monomial order. Using the division algorithm of van der Hoeven [35] , this reduction can be computed in quasi-linear time in the size off and G. We give the details in Section IV-A2.
With this observation, our interpolation problem could be solved as follows: first find the smallest gridP which contains P, and then use the algorithm outlined by Pan [30] to computê f in quasi-linear complexity in |P|, and then reducef modulo G. As for MPE, this will have poor complexity when |P | " n. Our algorithm uses exactly this strategy, but where we generalise Pan's interpolation algorithm to one whichP can be chosen to be the smallest semi-grid containing P. When the evaluation points of the C ab code are a semi-grid in a certain maximal sense, we show that this algorithm gives us exactly enough control over the degrees thatf satisfies our constraints on the monomial support immediately, and hence we can skip the reduction by G. This is what gives usÕpnq complexity for e.g. the Hermitian codes, see Section V-A.
Thef that our unencoding algorithm first outputs can be given a closed-form expression, see Lemma IV.1. This expression was used in a decoding algorithm for the special case of Hermitian codes in [23] , and it was shown in [28] how to compute it fast; that approach can be seen as a special case of our algorithm.
A very different, and very flexible, interpolation algorithm is simply to solve the interpolation constraints as a system of linear constraints in the coefficients to the monomials in the monomial support. Solving the resulting nˆn linear system using Gaussian elimination would cost Opn ω q,
where ω ă 2.37286 is the exponent of matrix multiplication [20] . We can do much better by observing that for the monomial support we require, the linear system would have low displacement rank, namely a, so we could use the algorithm for structured system solving by Bostan et al. [3] , [4] for a cost ofÕpa ω´1 nq. For the Hermitian codes this yields a complexity of roughlyÕpn 1.458 q. For general C ab codes, this is our main contender, and we compare again in Sections IV-B and V-B.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Codes from C ab curves
In this subsection, we discuss in some detail the family of AG codes for which we want to find fast encoders and unencoders. Note that these AG codes and the algebraic curves used to construct them were previously studied in [24] , [25] and includes the results mentioned here.
Also they occur as a special case of the codes and curves studied in [8] , [14] .
Definition II.1. Let a, b be nonnegative, coprime integers. We say that a bivariate polynomial
Remark II.2. In our algorithms the two variables X and Y are treated differently, which entails that complexities are not invariant under swapping of X and Y in H. We will commit to the arbitrary choice of "orienting" our algorithms such that their complexities depend explicitely only on a, which means that whenever the input is not assumed to have special structure which depends a and b, it is ofcourse sensible to permute X and Y such that a ă b. In such cases we will sometimes assume w.l.o.g. that a ă b.
Define deg a,b , to be the pa, bq-weighted degree of a bivariate polynomial. More concretely:
where α, β P Fzt0u and deg a,b pGpX, Yă ab. In particular, the polynomial H is absolutely irreducible [14, Cor. 3.18] . The theory of Newton polygons, i.e., the convex hull of tpi, jq | X i Y j P supppHqu, can also be used to conclude this [9] .
This implies that the a C ab polynomial defines an algebraic curve. Following [24] , the type of algebraic curves obtained in this way are called C ab curves. As observed there, these curves, when viewed as projective curves, have exactly one point at infinity P 8 , which, if singular, is a cusp. What this means can be explained in a very simple way using the language of function fields. A given C ab polynomial H defines a C ab curve, with function field F " Fpx, yq obtained by extending the rational function field Fpxq with a variable y satisfying Hpx, yq " 0. Since H Preprint dated March 31, 2020 is absolutely irreducible, F is the full constant field of F. The statement that the point P 8 , if it is a singularity, is a cusp, just means that the function x has exactly one place of F as a pole. With slight abuse of notation, we denote this place by P 8 as well. The defining equation of a C ab curve, directly implies that for any i, j P Z, the function x i y j has pole order deg a,b px i y j q " ai`bj at P 8 . In particular, x has pole order a and y has pole order b at P 8 .
The genus of a function field is important for applications in coding theory, since it occurs in the Goppa bound on the minimum distance of AG codes. It is observed in [24] that the genus of the function field F " Fpx, yq defined above equals g " pa´1qpb´1q{2. Indeed, this is implied by the third condition in Definition II.1, also see [2, Theorem 4.2] . We collect some facts in the following proposition. These results are contained in [24] , expressed there in the language of algebraic curves.
Proposition II.3 ( [24]
). Let H P FrX, Y s be a C ab polynomial and F " Fpx, yq the corresponding function field. Then F has genus g " 1 2 pa´1qpb´1q. The place P 8 is rational and a common pole of the functions x and y and in fact the only place which is a pole of either x or y. For any i, j P Z, the function x i y j P F has pole order deg a,b px i y j q " ai`bj at P 8 .
For a divisor D of the function field F , we denote by LpDq the Riemann-Roch space associated to D. The third condition in Definition II.1 implies that a C ab curve cannot have singularities, apart from the possibly singular point at infinity. This has two important consequences. In the first place, all rational places of F distinct from P 8 , can be identified with the points pα, βq P F 2 satisfying Hpα, βq " 0. We will call these places the finite rational places of F . Throughout the paper we will, by a slight abuse of notation, use a finite place P α,β and its corresponding rational point pα, βq interchangeably. A second consequence, as observed in [24] , is that the bivariate polynomials Frx, ys are the only functions in F with poles only at P 8 ; in other words, LpmP 8 q " tf P Frx, ys | deg a,b pf q ď mu. Note that Frx, ys is not an ordinary bivariate polynomial ring since x and y satisfy Hpx, yq " 0. As a result, any f P Frx, ys can be uniquely written as a polynomial with y-degree at most a´1. We will call this the standard form of f .
We are now ready to define C ab codes.
Definition II.4. Let H be a C ab polynomial and F the corresponding function field. Further, let Preprint dated March 31, 2020 C ab code of order m is defined to be:
. . , f pP n q˘.
In the standard notation for AG codes used for example in [32] , the code C H pP, mq is equal where k " dim`LpmP 8 q˘´dim`LpmP 8´D q˘and d ě n´m. In particular, k " n if m ą n`2g´2. Therefore we will from now on always assume that m ď n`2g´1. If m ă n, then k " dim`LpmP 8 q˘ě m`1´g and if additionally 2g´2 ă m, then k " m`1´g.
The precise minimum distance of a C ab code is in general not known from just the defining data. Lastly, we also note the obvious bound n ď q 2 , where q " |F|, due to the identification of rational places with points in F 2 .
When comparing algorithms pertaining to AG codes, as well as many other types of codes, it is customary to assume that the dimension k grows proportional to n, denoted k P Θpnq,
i.e. that the rate goes to some constant as n Ñ 8. For a family of C ab codes, this implies that m P Θpnq. This in turn means that any message polynomial f P LpmP 8 q in standard form
relatively large compared to the field size q and the genus g is small, as measured e.g. against the Hasse-Weil bound, see Section V-B. For such codes, then g ! n, so ab ! n. This means that in the cases of most interest to us, the message polynomials tend to have very different X and Y degrees.
B. The evaluation-encoding map
An encoding for a linear code such as C H pP, mq is a linear, bijective map φ :
Computing the image of φ for some m P F k is called "encoding" m. The process of computing the inverse, i.e. given a codeword c P C H pP, mq recover the message m :" φ´1pcq, is often unnamed in the literature. For lack of a better term (and since "decoding"
is reserved for error-correction), we will call it "unencoding".
In light of Definition II.4, we can factor φ as φ " ev P˝ϕ , where ϕ : F k Ñ LpmP 8 q is linear and injective. If we choose ϕ sufficiently simple and such that it outputs elements of Frx, ys in standard form, the computational task of applying φ reduces to computing ev P , i.e. multipoint evaluation of bivariate polynomials of pa, bq-weighted degree at most m. A natural basis for
If k " dimpLpmP 8 qq, then |B| " k, and we therefore choose ϕ as taking the elements of a message m as the coefficients to the monomials of this basis in some specified order. Then applying ϕ takes no field operations at all.
If k ă dimpLpmP 8then |B| ą k, and this may happen when m ě n. We should then choose a subsetB Ă B of k monomials such that the vectors tev P px i y j qu x i y j PB are linearly independent.
For our encoding algorithms, the choice ofB will not matter. However, for unencoding, we will assume that this choice has been made so that the monomials inB are, when sorted according to their pa, bq-weighted degrees, lexicographically minimal. Put another way, a monomial x i y j P B
is not inB exactly when there is a polynomial g P Frx, ys whose monomial of maximal pa, bqweighted degree is x i y j and such that g P kerpev P q. Such monomials x i y j are what we will call "reducible" monomials in Section IV-A2.
B is easy to precompute: start withB " H, and go through the monomials of B in order of in-
then add toB.
C. Notation and computational tools
For any point set P Ď F 2 we define X pPq :" tα P F | Dβ P F s. t. pα, βq P Pu, i.e. the set of all X-coordinates that occur in P. We write n X pPq :" |X pPq| for the number of distinct X-coordinates. Similarly, for any α P F we define Y α pPq :" tβ P F | pα, βq P Pu, i.e. the set of Y -coordinates that occur for a given X-coordinate α, and we let
In discussions where it is clear from the context which point set P we are referring to, we may simply write X , Y, n X , ν Y . Note that if P are a subset of the rational points of a C ab curve with polynomial HpX, Y q, then ν Y pPq ď a ": deg Y pHq since for any given value of α, there are at most a solutions to the resulting equation in Hpα, Y q.
As outlined in Section II-A, we distinguish between the bivariate polynomial ring FrX, Y s and the subset of functions in the C ab function field spanned by x and y, denoted Frx, ys. However, there is a natural inclusion map of functions f P Frx, ys in standard form into a polynomial f pX, Y q P FrX, Y s of Y -degree less than a. In discussions and algorithms, we sometimes abuse notation by more or less explicitly making use of this inclusion map.
For ease of notation, our algorithms use lookup tables, also known as dictionaries or associative arrays. This is just a map A Ñ B between a finite set A and a set B but where all the mappings have already been computed and stored, and hence quickly be retrieved. We use the notation F P B A to mean a lookup table from A to B. For a P A, we write Fras P B for the mapped value stored in F. Note that this is for notational convenience only: all our uses of lookup tables could be replaced by explicit indexing in memory arrays, and so we will assume that retrieving or inserting values in tables costs Op1q.
Our complexity analyses count basic arithmetic operations in the field F on an algebraic RAM model. We denote by Mpnq the cost of multiplying two univariate polynomials in FrXs of degree at most n. We can take Mpnq P Opn log n log log nq [5] , or the slightly improved algorithm of [13] 
III. A FAST ENCODING ALGORITHM
Let us now consider an algorithm for computing the encoding map for C ab codes. We are given a message vector f P LpmP 8 q Ă FrX, Y s{xHy and n rational places P 1 , . . . , P n of F ; we wish to compute f pP 1 q, . . . , f pP n q. We translate this problem into bivariate polynomial multipointevaluation by lifting f to a polynomial in FrX, Y s in standard form, and identifying each P i with a pair pα i , β i q, P F 2 such that Hpα i , β i q " 0 for i " 1, . . . , n. In the following subsection we will focus on the evaluation problem at hand, while in Section III-B we will apply the results to encoding of codes over C ab curves.
A. Multipoint-Evaluation of Bivariate Polynomials
Let us for now forget that we originally came from the setting of codes. Suppose that we are given a set P Ď F 2 of points with |P| " n and a bivariate polynomial f P FrX, Y s with
We can evaluate f at each point individually, which will cost us Opd X d Y q operations for each point. This naive approach will have complexity Opnd X d Y q.
We will generalise Pan's multipoint evaluation algorithm [30] (see Section I-A), and show that it performs well on point sets P where most |Y α pPq| are roughly the same size for each α P X pPq.
The idea of the algorithm is the following: we write
and then proceed by d Y`1 univariate multipoint evaluations of the polynomials f i pXq, i " 0, . . . , d Y , each evaluated on the values X pPq. For each α P X pPq, we can therefore construct a univariate polynomial i Y without further computations:
Again using univariate multipoint evaluation, we obtain g α pβq " f pα, βq for each β P Y α pPq.
For algorithm listing see Algorithm 1.
Theorem III.1. Algorithm 1 is correct. It has complexity
Algorithm 1: BivariateMPE: Bivariate multipoint evaluation
Input:
Output:
Evaluation values F " pf pα, βqq pα,βqPP P F P .
Proof. Correctness follows from the fact that
For the complexity, Lines 1 and 2 both have cost Opnq. Proposition II.6 implies that computing
thus the total cost for Line 3 becomes
Line 5 costs no operations in F. From Proposition II.6 it follows that computing each G α costs
thus the total cost of Line 6 becomes
Line 7 costs no operations in F, and so the total cost of computing F becomes as in the theorem.
Remark III.2. If P P F 2 is a semi-grid, and f P FrX, Y s is a dense polynomial satisfying either n X P Opdeg X f q or deg Y pf q P Opν Y q, then Algorithm 1 has quasi-linear complexity in
Remark III.3. Even if we use classical polynomial multiplication, with Mpnq " Opn 2 q, and if we assume d X P Θpn X q and d Y P Θpν Y q, then the cost of Algorithm 1 isÕpd X d Y n X`dY nq which is for most point sets much better than the naive approach of point-by-point evaluation
B. Fast encoding
It is straightforward to use Algorithm 1 to achieve fast enoding; details can be found in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Encode
Input: A C ab code C H pP, mq Ď F n with P " tP 1 , . . . , P n u being finite rational places and dimension k. Message m P F k .
Output: Codeword c " φpmq, where φ : F k Ñ C H pP, mq is the encoding map defined Section II-B. Theorem III.4. Algorithm 2 is correct. It uses at most OpMpm`an X q logpm`an XĂÕpmà n X q operations in F, where n X " n X pPq.
Proof. Correctness follows trivially from Theorem III.1.
For complexity let
Since for each value of X in X pPq, there can be at most a solutions in Y to the C ab curve equation, we know ν Y ă a. It follows from Theorem III.1 that the cost of Line 2 is
As can be seen, the complexity of this algorithm depends on parameters of the C ab curve compared to the code length as well as the layout of the evaluation points: more specifically on how an X compares with the code length n. In Section V-A we will revisit the complexity for codes over C ab curves that lie on semi-grids as well as C ab curves which have many points.
In the worst case, the following corollary bounds the complexity in terms of the length of the code under very mild assumptions on the C ab curve. Note that this cost is still much better than encoding using a matrix-vector product in Opn 2 q time.
Corollary III.5. In the context of Algorithm 2, let q be the cardinality of F and assume n ě q.
Assume further that the genus g of the C ab curve satisfies g ď n. Then the complexity of
Proof. There can at most be q different X-coordinates in P, so n X ď q. Assuming w.l.o.g that a ă b we get n ě g " 1 2 pa´1qpb´1q ě 1 2 pa´1q 2 , and hence a ď ? 2n`1 P Op ? nq. Lastly, m ď n`2g´1 P Opnq. The result follows from Theorem III.4.
IV. A FAST UNENCODING ALGORITHM
We now consider the problem of unencoding: we are given a codeword c P C H pP, mq and we wish to find the message m " φ´1pcq P F k , where φ is the encoding map defined in Section II-B.
Following the discussion there, we factor φ as φ " ev P˝ϕ , where ϕ : F k Þ Ñ LpmP 8 q which is a linear map that sends unit vectors to monomials in
Recall that the evaluation map is injective on LpmP 8 q whenever m ă n, so in this caseB " B.
Otherwise,B is chosen such that if g P kerpev P q, then the monomial of maximal pa, bq-weighted degree of g is not inB.
Our strategy will be to first use an efficient recursive strategy to find anf P FrX, Y s such thatf pxpP i q, ypP i" c i for i " 1, . . . , n while deg Yf ă a. In general,f px, yq ‰ f since it will have incorrect monomial support. However, f pX, Y q Pf`G, where G is the ideal of polynomials in FrX, Y s vanishing at the points P 1 , . . . , P n . By the choice ofB, we will see that
we can recover f pX, Y q by reducingf modulo a suitable Gröbner basis G of G using a fast multivariate division algorithm.
We will see in Section V-A that if the rational points of the C ab curve form a semi-grid, e.g. the Hermitian curve, then the second step can be omitted becausef " f holds whenever m ă n.
A. Bivariate polynomial interpolation 1) Finding a structured interpolation polynomial: Suppose that we are given a set of n points P Ď F 2 and a corresponding collection of values F P F P . The interpolation problem consists of finding a polynomial f P FrX, Y s such that f pα, βq " Frα, βs for all pα, βq P P. Since there are many such polynomials, one usually imposes constraints on the set of monomials X i Y j that may appear with non-zero coefficient in f . Given the points P and the allowed monomial support, it is not immediately obvious whether all possible interpolation constraints given by such F can be satisfied. This depends on whether we can select a subset M of n monomials X i Y j satisfying the constraints and such that the corresponding vectors v i,j :"`α i β j q pα,βqPP P F P are linearly independent over F.
Whenever this is the case, we could therefore interpolate any values F by linear algebra in Opn 2 q time using some precomputation: fix some order on P and on the subset of monomials M, allowing us to represent F as a vector y P F n as well as ordering the vectors v α,β as rows of a matrix V P F nˆn . Then f as a vector of monomials becomes simply the vector-matrix product yV´1, once we have computed and stored V´1.
To obtain a faster algorithm, we will use the following explicit equation which finds an interpolating functionf P FrX, Y s, but where we have much less control over the monomial support of the polynomial:
Lemma IV.1. Given a point set P P F 2 and interpolation values F P F P , thenf P FrX, Y s Our strategy to computef in an efficient manner can be viewed in the following way: we start by computing the polynomialsf α :"f pα, Y q P FrY s for every α P X using univariate interpolation. We then reinterpret our interpolation problem as being univariate over pFrY sqrXs,
i.e. we seekf pXq having coefficients in FrY s and such thatf pαq "f α . However, to be more clear, and for a slightly better complexity (on the level of logarithms), we make this latter interpolation explicit.
Before we put these steps together to computef in Algorithm 4, we therefore first consider the following sub-problem: Given any subset S P F and a 
For the pFrY sqrXs interpolation, we will follow an approach of univariate interpolation closely mimicking that of [36, Chapter 10.2] . Firstly, we arrange the X-coordinates of the interpolation points in a balanced tree:
Definition IV.2. Let S Ď F. A balanced partition tree of S is a binary tree which has subsets of S as nodes, and satisfies the following: 1) S is the root node.
2) A leaf node is a singleton set tαu Ď S.
3) An internal node N is the disjoint union of its two children N 1 , N 2 and they satisfy ||N 1 ||
If T is a balanced partition tree and N Ď S, we will write N P T if N is a node of T , and denote by T rN s the set of its two child nodes.
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Lemma IV.3 (Lemma 10.4 [36] ). There exists an algorithm TreeVanish X which inputs a balanced partition tree T of some S Ď F and outputs the lookup table
The algorithm uses at most OpMpkq logpkqq ĂÕpkq operations in F. Proof. We prove correctness by induction on |S|. The base case of S " tαu is trivial. For the induction step, the algorithm proceeds into the else-branch and we note that |S 1 |, |S 2 | ă |S| and so the induction hypothesis applies tof k for k " 1, 2:
Note that V k rαs " Vrαs and S 1 Y S 2 " S, so we conclude that the polynomial returned by the algorithm isf we get the following recurrence relation:
This has the solution T pkq " OpdMpkq logpkqq`OpkqT p1q. T p1q is the base case of the algorithm, and costs Opdq.
We are now in position to assemble the steps outlined for computing the interpolation polynomial given by Lemma IV.1 following the steps outlined above by supplying Algorithm 3 with the correct input; this is described in Algorithm 4.
Theorem IV.5. Algorithm 4 is correct. It has complexity
Proof. Denote byf P FrX, Y s the polynomial returned by the algorithm andf the polynomial of Lemma IV.1, and we wish to provef "f . Note first that for any α P X then Output: The polynomialf P FrX, Y s given by Lemma IV.1. It follows thatf "f .
For complexity we observe that computing T in Line 6 cost Opn X logpn X qq, and U in Line 7
costs OpMpn X q logpn Xby Lemma IV.3. Computing g in Line 8 costs Opn X q and R in Line 9
costs OpMpn X q logpn Xby Proposition II.6. The total cost of computing all the f α for α P X in Line 5 is Opn X Mpν Y q logpν Yby Proposition II.7. Since Rrαs P F, the division V in Line 10
costs Opn X ν Y q operations, one for each of the degf α ă ν Y coefficients in each of the n X polynomialsf α . Finally Line 11 costs Opν Y Mpn X q logpn Xby Theorem IV.4. The total cost becomes as in the theorem.
Remark IV.6. If P is a semi-grid then Algorithm 4 has quasi-linear complexity in the input size |P|. Furthermore, if F " F q , then the output polynomialf has deg Xf ă n X and deg Yf ă ν Y , so the q n X ν Y " q n different polynomials satisfying such degree restrictions must be in bijection with the q n different choices of the values F. Hence, Algorithm 4 returns the unique polynomial f satisfying these degree bounds and which interpolate the values. This is in contrast to the case where P is not a semi-grid, as we will discuss in the following section.
Remark IV.7. If P is very far from being a semi-grid, the performance of the algorithm can sometimes be improved by a proper blocking-strategy in use of Combine. For example, suppose that X " tα 1 , . . . , α k u, and furthermore assume that
The cost of Algorithm 4 will therefore beÕpk 2 q.
However, in this case we can split the points P into P 1 :" tpα, βq P P | α ‰ α k u and P 2 :" tpα, βq P P | α " α k u, and the interpolation values into F s :" pFrα, βs{γ s q pα,βqPPs P F Ps for s " 1, 2, where γ s :" ś α 1 PX pPqzX pPsq pα´α 1 q have been precomputed. We can then computê f s :" BivariateInterppP s , F s q and obtain the desired interpolating polynomial from Lemma IV.1
as follows:f Not counting precomputation, the total cost of this approach becomesÕpkq "Õpnq.
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the output of Algorithm 4 might not be equal to the original message. In order to obtain the correct message we need to reduce the output further.
2) Reducing the support: A priori there is no reason to expect that the computed polynomial f , given by Lemma IV.1 is the smallest polynomial interpolating the points according to pa, bqweighted degree. Moreover, as discussed in Section II-B, when m ě n then we are looking for a message polynomial with specific monomial support, and not just one of minimal pa, bq-weighted degree. In this section we show how we can usef as an initial approximation and from this compute f .
In the following, we will use Gröbner bases and assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions; see e.g. [6] . Generally, "smallness" in a multivariate polynomial setting is given by specifying a monomial order ĺ. For our application, we will order by pa, bq-weighted degree, i.e. the order ĺ a,b with a, b P Z ą0 such that:
Given a point set P P F 2 and an order ĺ a,b , we will call a monomial X i Y j "reducible" if there is a polynomial g P FrX, Y s with LM ĺ a,b pgq " X i Y j and such that gpP q " 0 for all P P P. 1) Q i G i ĺ a,bf for i " 1, . . . , t; and 2) no monomial of f is divisible by LM ĺ a,b pG i q for any i.
This algorithm requires that the divisors form an "auto-reduced" set, which is a weaker requirement than being a Gröbner basis. The cost of the algorithm is given as O`Mprq logprq`Mps 1 q logps 1 q`¨¨¨`Mps t q logps t q˘.
Here s i denotes the generic size of supppQ i G i q for i " 1, . . . , t, i.e. the cardinality of the set
and r denotes the generic size of supp f . We need to bound the s i and r. We mentioned above that Q i G i ĺ a,bf , and this also implies that f ĺ a,bf . This means the support of all Q i G i and of f are within the set
which has cardinality less than deg X pf q deg Y pf q. Hence we can see r, s 1 , . . . , s t ď deg X pf q deg Y pf q, and the complexity estimate follows.
The last result of this section is to bound the size t of the reduced Gröbner basis of G for the cases of relevance to unencoding C ab codes:
Lemma IV.11. Let P Ă F 2 and let G be given by (IV.3). Assume G contains an element g such that LM ĺ a,b pgq " Y a for some a P Z ě1 . Then the reduced Gröbner basis G of G under monomial order ĺ a,b has at most a`1 elements.
Proof. Since G is a Gröbner basis, the assumption on the existence of g P G implies that G " rG 1 , . . . , G t s contains a polynomial, say G 1 , whose leading polynomial divides Y a , i.e. LM ĺ a,b pG 1 q " y A for A ď a. Since G is a reduced Gröbner basis, this implies that deg Y pG 1 q " A and
either of which contradicts that G is reduced. This implies t ď A`1 ď a`1.
We will consider the computation of the reduced Gröbner basis G Ă FrX, Y s as precomputation, but a small note on the complexity of this computation is in order. The ideal G is wellstudied, and the structure of a lex-ordered Gröbner basis with x ă y was already investigated by Lazard [18] . Later and more explicitly, G appeared as a special case of the ideals studied in Preprint dated March 31, 2020 soft-decoding of Reed-Solomon codes using the Kötter-Vardy decoding algorithm, see e.g. [15] , [22] . The first reference gives an algorithm for computing a Gröbner basis of G according to the lex-monomial order with complexity Opn 2 q, though this can likely be accelerated toÕpnq using fast multiplication of univariate polynomials. Neither of the references [15] , [22] are directly applicable to compute a Gröbner basis for ĺ a,b , however, since they only support monomial orders of the form ĺ 1,b ( [15] also supports orders which do not translate into the form ĺ a,b however). The order ĺ a,b is equivalent to the order ĺ 1,b{a , where we support a rational number as the weight of Y . Such rational weights are handled for a similar Gröbner basis computation in [28] , and this would likely lead to an efficient algorithm for our case, though the details are beyond the scope of this paper.
A generic approach is to observe that G is a zero-dimensional ideal which means that we can use the FGLM algorithm to transform a Gröbner basis from the lex-ordering to one for ĺ a,b [7] . The X-degree of the lex-order Gröbner basis output by G will be n X , and then the FGLM algorithm has running time at most Opn 3 X ν 3 Y q.
B. Fast unencoding
We will now apply results from Section IV-A to the unencoding problem. For a given codeword we compute the interpolating polynomial in Lemma IV.1, which we then reduce using techniques described in Section IV-A2. For algorithm listing see Algorithm 5. 
Proof. By the correctness of Algorithm 3 thenf satisfiesf pP i q " c i for i " 1, . . . , n and by Proposition IV.10 then so does f and hence f H . For the monomial support on f H , note that H P G since H vanishes at all of P. Since LM ĺ a,b pHq " Y a then G contains an element For complexity, Theorem IV.5 implies that Line 2 costs
By Lemma IV.1 then deg X pf q ă n X . Since H P G then by Lemma IV.11 G contains at most a`1 elements. Therefore Line 3 costs
by Proposition IV.10, and this dominates the total complexity. As mentioned Line 4 costs no operations in F.
Similar to the situation in Section III-B, the complexity of Algorithm 5 depends on the value of a compared to the code length as well as the layout of the evaluation points P. We will return to analyse special cases in the following section, but the following corollary bounds the complexity in the worst case under very mild assumptions on the C ab code. For codes with n « q, this cost is not asymptotically better than the naive unencoding using linear algebra, which has cost Opn 2 q assuming some precomputation, but one can keep in mind that AG codes are mostly interesting for use in constructing codes which are markedly longer than the field size.
Corollary IV. 13 . In the context of Algorithm 5, let q be the cardinality of F and assume n ě q.
Assume further that the genus g of the C ab curve satisfies g ď n. Then the complexity of Proof. Assuming w.l.o.g. that a ă b, we use the same upper bound a ď ? n as in the proof of Corollary III.5, as well as the fact that ν Y ď a since for any X-coordinate, there can be at most a solutions in Y to the C ab curve equation.
Remark IV.14. We discuss for which C ab codes it could be faster to use the unencoding approach discussed in Section I-A using structured system solving, which costsÕpa ω´1 nq. We ignoring hidden constants and log-terms, we see that whenever
structured system solving should be faster than our approach. The worst case for our algorithm is ν Y " a, so (IV.4) becomes a 3´ω ą n{n X . Assuming a ă b then the genus g ě 1 2 pa´1q 2 and C ab codes of most interest to coding theory satisfies g ă n. Asymptotically replacing a´1 by a, we conclude that for (IV.4) to hold, then at least pn{n X q 2{p3´ωq ă 2n. Now n X ď q, so this is only possible if n ă 2q 2{pω´1q . Taking the best known value for ω « 2.37286 [20] , we get n ă 2q 1.46 . However, in practice we use matrix multiplication algorithms with values of ω quite close to 3. For instance Strassen's multiplication algorithm has exponentω « 2.81 [33] , which would give the condition n ă q 1.1 , which can be considered a quite short C ab code.
V. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we will apply Algorithm 1 to the encoding and unencoding for various AG codes coming from C ab curves. As we will show, in many interesting cases we can encode and unencode faster than Opn 2 q, in some cases even inÕpnq.
A. Quasi-linear encoding and unencoding for C ab curves on semi-grids
We already observed in Remark III.2 that our multipoint evaluation algorithm has very good complexity when the evaluation points lie on a semi-grid. In this section we therefore investigate certain C ab curves having many points that lie on a semi-grid and the complexity of our algorithms for codes over such curves. Specifically, we will be interested in the following types of C ab codes:
Note the condition m ă n means that the encoding map is injective on LpmP 8 q so the complications discussed in Section II-B do not apply.
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Proposition V.2. Let C H pP, mq be a maximal semi-grid C ab code of length n. Then encoding using Algorithm 2 has complexity OpMpnq logpnqq PÕpnq.
Proof. Since C H pP, mq is maximal semi-grid then an X pPq " ν Y pPqn X pPq " |P| " n, and further m ă n. Hence, the result follows from Theorem III.4.
The cost of unencoding using Algorithm 5 is dominated by the call to Reduce in Line 3. The following proposition shows that for maximal semi-grid C ab code, this step can be omitted. First a small lemma.
Lemma V.3. Let C H pP, mq Ď F n be a maximal semi-grid C ab code. Let G H " tg P Frx, ys | gpP q " 0 for all P P Pu. Then G H " G¨Frx, ys, where G " ś αPX pPq px´αq.
Proof. Clearly G P G H so G¨Frx, ys Ď G H . For the other inclusion, observe first that we could
ř P PP P . Note now that the pole order of x´α at P 8 is a, and it has poles nowhere else. On the other hand, it has a zero at each of the points tpα, βq | β P Y α pPqu and there are ν Y pPq " a of them. Hence, the divisor of x´α is given exactly as px´αq " ÿ βPYα P pα,βq´a P 8 , where P α,β P P is the place corresponding to the point pα, βq P P. It follows that pGq " D´nP 8 , Therefore, for any z P G H we have z{G P LpsP 8 q for some s P Z, i.e. z{G has only poles at P 8 and so z{G P Frx, ys. Hence G H Ď G¨Frx, ys, and we conclude equality. Proof. We write ν Y instead of ν Y pPq in the following, and similarly for X , Y α , n X , etc. Note first thatf P FrX, Y s has deg Yf ă ν Y " a sof px, yq is obtained in standard form by the natural inclusion of Frx, ys in FrX, Y s.
Let Gpxq and G H be given as in Lemma V.3. Note that f´f px, yq P G H " G¨Frx, ys. Write f´f px, yq "f 0 pxq`f 1 pxqy`. . .`f a´1 pxqy a´1 in standard form withf i P Frxs. Since Gpxq is univariate in x, then Gpxq must divide everyf i pxq. Hence, if f´f px, yq ‰ 0, we must have Preprint dated March 31, 2020
where the last inequality follows from P being a semi-grid and so n " |P| " ν Y n X " an X . This is a contradiction.
Proposition V.5. Let C H pP, mq be a maximal semi-grid C ab code of length n. There is an algo-
Proof. The algorithm is simply Algorithm 5 with the following two changes: 1) We returnf in Line 2 and skip Line 3.
2) We do not take the Gröbner basis G P FrX, Y s as input.
That this algorithm is correct follows from Proposition V.4 since the code is maximal semigrid. The big-O complexity is exactly that of Theorem IV.5 and the relaxation follows from n X pPqν Y pPq " n.
We stress that in contrast to the general unencoding algorithm, Algorithm 5, the unencoding algorithm for maximal semi-grid codes requires no precomputation.
We proceed by showing that several interesting classes of C ab curves admit long maximal semi-grid codes.
1) The Hermitian curve: The Hermitian curve is defined for fields F " F q 2 for some prime power q using the defining polynomial
It is easily checked that it is a C ab curve, with a " q and b " q`1. We say that a C ab code is a Hermitian code if the curve equation that is used is Equation (V.1).
The Hermitian curve and its function field are well known and have been studied extensively in the literature, see e.g. [32, Lemma 6.4.4] . For instance, using the trace and norm maps of the extension F q 2 : F q , it is easy to show that for every α P F q 2 there exist precisely q distinct elements β P F q 2 such that H H pα, βq " 0. In other words, the set of rational points P H on H H form a semi-grid with X pPq " F q 2 and ν Y pPq " q " a, i.e. a total of q 3 points.
Therefore, the Hermitian code C H H pP H , mq with m ă n " q 3 is maximal semi-grid since P H is a semi-grid with ν Y pPq " deg Y pHq. We immediately get the following corollary of Proposition V.2 and Proposition V.5:
Corollary V.6. Let C H H pP H , mq P F n q 2 be an Hermitian code with m ă n " |P H |, and P H the set of all rational points on the H H as given in (V.1). Then encoding using Algorithm 1 uses
OpMpm`nq logpm`nqq ĂÕpnq operations in F q 2 . Unencoding using the algorithm of Proposition V.5 uses
Note that encoding and unencoding also has quasi-linear complexity for any shorter Hermitian code, where we use any sub semi-grid of the points P Ă P H as long as
This corresponds to selecting a number n X ď q 2 of X-coordinates, and for each choosing all the q points in P H having this X-coordinate. Let q be a prime power and r P Z ě2 . Further let e be a positive integer dividing the integer pq r´1 q{pq´1q and define H N ,e pX, Y q " X q r´1`¨¨¨`X q`X´Y e P F q r rX, Y s ,
This is a C ab polynomial with a " e and b " q r´1 .
We first look at the case e " pq r´1 q{pq´1q which gives rise to the norm-trace curves studied in [11] . For r " 2 they simplify to the Hermitian curve. Similarly to the Hermitian curve, one obtains that the set of points P N of H N pX, Y q form a semi-grid with n X pP H q " q r and ν Y pP H q " a and therefore |P N | " q 2r´1 . Corollary V.6 generalizes directly and shows that one-point norm-trace codes can be encoded and unencoded in quasi-linear time:
Corollary V.7. Let q be a prime power, r P Z ě2 , and e " pq r´1 q{pq´1q. Further let H N pX, Y q be as in (V.2), and P N the set of rational points on H N . Let C H N pP N , mq be the corresponding C ab code for some m ă n " |P N | " q 2r´1 . Then encoding using Algorithm 1 uses operations in F q r . Unencoding using the algorithm of Proposition V.5 uses
Opq r´1 pMpq rlogpq rĂÕpnq
If e ă pq r´1 q{pq´1q, the equation H N ,e pα, βq " 0 has q r´1`e pq r´qr´1 q solutions in F 2 q r . The small term q r´1 comes from the solutions where β " 0 and α q r´1`¨¨¨`α " 0.
The remaining epq r´qr´1 q points again form a semi-grid P N ,e with ν Y pP N ,e q " e " a and n X " q r´qr´1 , and can therefore be used to construct long codes with efficient encoding and decoding. A special case of these curves, where r is even and e divides q r{2`1 was considered in [26] . We obtain the following.
Corollary V.8. Let q be a prime power, r P Z ě2 , and e an integer dividing pq r´1 q{pq´1q, but not equal to it. Further let H N ,e be given by (V.2), and P N ,e the set of rational points on H N ,e .
Let C H N ,e pP N ,e , mq be the corresponding C ab code for some m ă n " |P N ,e | " epq r´qr´1 q.
Then encoding using Algorithm 1 uses
OpMpm`nq logpm`nqq ĂÕpnq operations in F q r . Unencoding using the algorithm of Proposition V.5 uses
OpepMpq rlogpq rĂÕpnq operations in F q r .
B. Fast encoding for good families of C ab curves
We will now investigate the complexity of Algorithm 1 for families of curves that have many points. More precisely, we will consider curves for which the number of points is asymptotically close to the Hasse-Weil bound:
Theorem V.9 (Hasse-Weil bound, [32, Theorem 5.2.3] ). If N is the number of rational places of an algebraic function field F over F q , then
where g is the genus of F .
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For C ab curves we know g " 1 2 pa´1qpb´1q, so the Hasse-Weil bound upper-bounds the length n of a C ab code CpH, mq over F q as follows: n ď HWpHq :" pa´1qpb´1q ? q`q .
Observe that this is one less than the bound on the number of rational places of the function field corresponding to the C ab curve, since the rational place at infinity is not included as an evaluation point. The Hermitian curve is an example of a curve which attains the Hasse-Weil bound.
Lemma V. 10 . Let C H pP, mq be a C ab code over F q , with a " deg Y pHq, b " deg X pHq and a ă b. Let n be the length of the code, and assume that n ě q as well as n ě c¨HWpHq for some constant c P p0, 1s. Then the following upper bounds hold:
a ă c n c ? q`1 ;
qa ă n 5{4 ? c`n ;
Proof. Since n ě c¨HWpHq ě cpa´1qpb´1q ? q and a ă b we have that n ą cpa´1q 2 ? q ðñ n c ? q ą pa´1q 2 , which gives the first bound. Since q ď n we then also get qa ă q 3{4 c n c`q ď n 5{4 c 1{2`n .
Lastly, qa 2 ă q`pa´1q 2`2 aq and so qa 2 ă n ? q c`2 qa ď n 3{2 c`2 qa , and the last bound follows by inserting our earlier bound for qa.
In the following, we will discuss the asymptotic complexity of encoding and unencoding for infinite families of C ab codes. Note that for this to make any sense, the length of the codes must go to infinity and therefore the size of the fields over which the codes are defined must also go to infinity. In the remainder of the section, when we introduce an infinite family of C ab curves Γ " tC H i pP i , m i qu iPZ ě1 , we also implicitly introduce the related variables: q i is the prime power such that H i and the code C H i pP i , m i q is defined over F q i ; a i :" deg Y pH i q and b i :" deg X pH i q and we assume a i ă b i ; and n i is the length of the code for each i.
For an infinite sequence of real numbers c " pc 1 , c 2 , . . .q P p0, 1s 8 , we say that the code family Γ is asymptotically c-good if n i ě c i HWpH i q for all i " 1, 2, . . ..
Theorem V.11. Let Γ " tC H i pP i , m i qu iPZ ě1 be an infinite family of C ab codes with related variables q i , a i , b i , n i , with a i ă b i , which is asymptotically c-good for c " pc 1 Proof. Theorem III.4 gives the asymptotic cost of encoding CpH i , m i q as
OpMpm i`ai n X,i q logpm i`ai n X,i, operations in F q i , where n X,i is the number of distinct X-coordinates in the evaluation points used in C H i pP i , m i q. Since n X,i ď q i we can use the bound on a i q i given by Lemma V.10. In the big-Oh notation, the lower-order terms can be ignored, and this gives the estimate of encoding.
For unencoding, the cost is given by Theorem IV.12 as OpMpa 2 i n X,i q logpa 2 i n X,i.
We use a 2 i n X,i ď a 2 i q i which is then bounded by Lemma V.10. Note that since c i P p0, 1s then ? c i ą c i and so we always have n 3{2 {c i ě n 5{4 { ? c i , so we need only keep the term n 3{2 {c in the asymptotic estimate.
Let us discuss some consequences of this result. Consider first that all c i " c for some fixed constant 0 ă c ď 1, i.e. that all the curves of the codes in Γ are a factor c from Hasse-Weil:
then we can encode usingÕpn 5{4 i q operations in F q i , orÕpn 5{4 i logpq ibit-operations, which is significantly better than the naive approach of roughly Opn i m i q operations in F q i . Though the
